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Abstract - Distributed Ledger (DL) has gained huge attention 

in the last years and will shift the conduction of business in the 

future. Until today, because of the great dynamics in the field a 

systematic approach to structure and define the field of DL does 

not exist. This led to a heterogeneous landscape of DL 

definitions and thus, misleading discussions.  

This paper gives a systematic overview of principles relevant to 

understand and structure the DL field. Furthermore, based on 

this it describes DL concepts and shows examples of protocols. 

The result can then be used for further research but also as a 

basis for successful collaborations in the field of DL.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

The development of the standard protocol TCP/IP preceded the 
connection of centralized networks [1]. With the evolution of the 
internet, an increasing number of centralized networks were 
developed in various domains. The extension by compatible 
applications of each network and the rising amount of users led 
to network and lock-in effects for users and developers caused 
by the incompatibility between the networks. 

In order to establish interoperability of networks, it requires a 
common ledger that guarantees transparency, irreversibility, 
distribution and anonymity. A DL enables such a network of 
networks in which different stakeholders do not need to trust 
each other but are able to collaborate [3].  

The emerging concepts of DL and the current intensive 
promotion of use cases as well as the huge investment volume 
under high speed led to a heterogeneous use of definitions 
without demarcation. Drescher [4] identifies the absence of an 
in-depth technical description or detailed formal concept 
explanation. Common definitions are important to aid 
productive discussions and understandings, thus accelerating 
solution finding and innovation.  

II. RELATION TO EXISTING THEORIES AND WORK 

In [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] “Distributed Ledger”, “Shared Ledger” 
and “Blockchain” are defined. Based on these definitions the 
need for a comprehensive and structured definition and 

demarcation approach was identified. The following questions 
need to be considered in order to create such an approach:  

 What is the relation between Distributed Ledger, 

Blockchain and other concepts?  

 What components or characteristics do Distributed 

Ledger, Blockchain and other concepts have and how are 

these characteristics related or inherited?   

 How do you define Bitcoin and other protocols in relation 

to these terms? 

III. RESEARCH APPROACH 

The paper is aligned to design-oriented information systems (IS) 
research. Creating an artifact that is of value across different 
sciences is of main focus. Because of DL’s characteristics the 
paper is important for all main stakeholders defined in Österle, 
H et al. [10]. DL serves as the research object and its concepts 
and specifications are considered as socio-technical information 
systems [10].  

The foundation of this research paper is based on scientific 
literature and information as well as knowledge from groups and 
organizations in the area of DL in form of e.g. whitepapers and 
internet documents. The literature review is conducted after the 
“input-processing-output” [11] approach.  

Thence, the research objective is the design of a domain 
independent DL definition and demarcation system, without 
biased by use-cases or business models, to provide a 
terminological context [10]. It describes the network of relations 
between variables in consideration of a research problem. Thus, 
it specifies the model to solve the problem and it provides 
reasoning of the relations among variables [12]. In contrast to 
Drescher [4], a compact system of various DL components and 
no deep technical details is created.  

IV. FINDINGS 

A. Principle 

The principle layer forms the basis of the system structure. It 

selects principles that are relevant to set the context for the 

next abstraction layers - concept and protocol.  

Ledgers are as old as trading and writing itself. They came in 

many different forms, from ancient clay tables over tally sticks 

and double-entry books to digital spreadsheets and databases 



[2]. At the core of DL lies the idea of decentralized record 

keeping. The main purpose of a ledger is to track and document 

transactions. Since a transaction documented in a ledger 

transfers ownership of an asset, keeping a certain level of 

privacy is recommended, to make sure only people who are 

permitted to do so, can create new records. On the other hand, 

proving ownership becomes possible by any person who has 

access to the ledger which shows the great potential of the 

distribution. When dealing with ledgers, there is the inherent 

need to balance privacy against transparency [4]. 

1) Cryptography 

a) Hash Functions 

A hash function uses an input string to generate a fixed sized 

(n) output in time of O(n). Furthermore, a cryptographic hash 

function is collision resistant1, hiding2 and puzzle friendly3 [13]. 

Thus, it increases for example the efficiency and security of a 

digital signature if the digest4 is digitally signed instead of the 

message itself. Further applications are digital signature 

verification, pseudorandom bit generation and key derivation 

[14]. The National Institute of Standards and Technology 

(NIST) released the Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-3) on binary 

data in August 2015 for securing integrity of digital 

information. The standard complements the already existing 

standards SHA-2 and SHA-1, thus enabling more options for 

hardware and software design. SHA-3 functions specify 

instances of the Keccak5 algorithm as well as Keccak-p’s 

mathematical permutations6 [14] [15]. The SHA-3 standard 

includes four cryptographic hash functions – SHA3-224, 

SHA3-256, SHA3-384 and SHA3-5127 [14].  

b) Trees  

The Patricia Merkle tree (trie) is also known as a radix tree which 
is used as a key-value store where the key is the path from the 
root node of the tree to the leaf node containing the value. The 
maximum length of a tree is therefore determined by the 
maximum length of a key. Merkle in the trie describes the use of 
a deterministic cryptographic hash that points to the node storing 
the data. This provides a cryptographic authentication to the data 
structure. Hence, by holding the public root hash it is possible 
by anybody in possession to proof that the trie contains a given 
value [16] [17]. 

c) Asymmetrical Cryptography 

The integrity of transactions is essential in DL and the 
processing of authentications need to be fast in order to 
guarantee an efficient and scalable DL network. Asymmetrical 
cryptography is a field of cryptography describing the use of key 
pairs to secure data transfer. One subfield are digital signatures 
based on hash functions (hash-based signature or Merkle 

                                                           
1 For two input strings there is no common output 
2 By a given output it is not possible to reverse back to the used input 

string  
3 It is not feasible to find a secret x concatenated with k that is chosen 

from a distribution and given output y in time less than 2n 
4 The input of hash functions is called message and the output is called 

(message) digest or hash value which has a fixed length. The output is 

a condensed version of the input [18]. 
5 Includes all sponge functions based on Keccak-f permutation and 

multi-rate padding. Keccak-f is a specialization of Keccak-p. Keccak 

signature scheme (MSS)) to enable fast processing of 
authentication [19], guaranteeing quantum computer attack 
resistance according to current research. Hash based signature 
uses a one-time signature (OTS)8 scheme to sign data and merkle 
trees for authentication which reduces authentication to one 
public key. According to Buchmann et al. [20] Winternitz OTS 
(W-OTS) is most reasonable in combination with Merkle’s tree 
authentication due to the flexible trade-off between signature 
generation time, signature size and a small verification size, 
which reduces the MSS signature size notably. Thus, W-OTS 
enables efficient MSS and is used for example for authentication 
in sensor networks and DL protocols. Another characteristic of 
DL is immutability9 which is a further feature of W-OTS [20]. 
Furthermore, W-OTS’s reductions underline the usage of 
standard hash functions, like SHA-1 to SHA-3 respectively [20]. 

d) Zero-knowledge Proofs 

Zero-knowledge proofs allow the verification of computations 
without knowledge of the computation [22]. It is one principle 
that could be conceptualized in order to increase anonymity of 
DL.  

2) Game Theory 

The Byzantine General’s Problem is an important principle of 

Game Theory to be solved by DL. Imagine a group of generals, 

each one leading an army, encircling a city. They have to agree 

on leading an attack on the city or retreat collectively. The 

generals are physically separated, so they have to communicate 

with the help of messengers. The problem is complicated with 

the existence of traitors in the group, which will send false 

information to the other generals, making it harder to reach an 

agreement between all generals [21] [23]. For example, if one 

general decides to retreat and the other one wants to attack, the 

traitor can send a retreat vote to the one in favor and an attack 

vote to the other one. Following, the problem can only be solved 

if more than two third of the generals are loyal [23]. Applied to 

DL the generals can be seen as nodes in control of the ledger. 

The challenge is to create a consensus of the real state of a 

transaction even if a traitor is in the network or there is a 

malfunction.  

3) Graph Theory 

A graph consists of points called vertices that are connected 

through edges. A whole diagram of connected vertices is called 

graph. In directed graphs the edges indicate by arrows a 

direction from one vertex to the other. A path describes a 

sequence of edges going from one vertex to the next following 

the direction of the edge. In Figure 1 such a directed graph is 

visualized [27]. A tree, like explained in chapter “Trees” is a 

is based on sponge construction which generates a sponge function that 

can ‘absorb’ any number of input into the state, transforms the data by 

Keccak-f and ‘squeezes’ an arbitrary number of transformed output out 

of the state [18]. 
6 Algorithm to order strings randomly (permutations) 
7 The suffix after ‘SHA3’ indicates the length in bit of the digests [18] 
8 OTS examples are Mekle OTS [24], Winternitz OTS [24] [18], 

Lamport-Diffle OTS [25], Bleichenbacher-Maurer OTS [26] [20] 
9 Data that is saved in a DL cannot be changed nor deleted  



graph with just one path between 

each pair of vertices and no cycles 

[28].  

An acyclic (topological) ordering 

holds if for an ordering of vertices 

x1, x2,…xn every edge xixj fulfills 

i<j. Consequently, no directed 

graph with a cycle is acyclic 

ordered [27]. Therefore, the vertices of every directed acyclic 

graph (DAG) are in acyclic order which is shown in Figure 2. 

Accordingly, this means that there is no directed path starting 

at one vertex and looping back to the same vertex. Longest and 

shortest paths in a DAG can be found in linear time.  

Following, four attributes of a graph are defined that are 

important for further paragraphs. 

Weights are additional 

information to vertices or edges. 

A weighted graph associates real 

numbers to the edges representing 

for example the resistance of a 

wire [29]. The depth or height of 

a DAG denotes the longest path 

from one vertex to any other 

vertex. In a tree the depth of a 

node indicates the path from the 

node to the root [30]. DAGs are often used to solve problems of 

data processing, routing, data compression or scheduling [31].  

4) Stochastic 

One algorithm used in later implementations is the Markov 

Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm. Its two important parts 

are described as follows.  

a) Monte Carlo  

Monte Carlo (MC) defines the technique to create properties of 

a distribution out of random sample examination. MC could be 

relevant if there is a huge distribution and the calculation effort 

of the total distribution would be high [32].  

b) Markov Chain  

The Markov Chain describes the process of sampling in the way 

that every sample depends on the previous sample but not on 

the sample before the previous one [32]. The Metropolis 

algorithm is explained as an illustration of MCMC. It defines a 

random walk in which each step is independent to the step 

before the current position [33].  

5) Digital Economy  

a) Double Spending Problem  

Imagine Person A successfully transfers the ownership of an 

asset to Person B. Now the message of the successful 

transaction has to be broadcasted in the network to update all 

nodes. In this timeframe Person A can use the inconsistence of 

information to sell the asset again to Person C before all nodes 

are informed, destroying the integrity of the ledger. There is a 

second understanding of the Double Spending Problem, closer 

related to digital assets being duplicable indefinitely. This 

would enable Person A to sell a digital asset, copy it, and sell it 

again. Both understandings need to be addressed when 

implementing a distributed ledger system [4] [21]. 

b) Cryptoassets  

Cryptoassets are structured into cryptocurrency, 

cryptocommodity and cryptotoken [34]. Cryptocurrency as a 

medium of exchange needs to fulfill the characteristics of a 

physical currency, like rarity, durability, divisibility, equality, 

stability, portability and acceptance [35] [36] [37]. It is used to 

provide incentives and enables a trustless interaction of the 

network participants. Cryptocommodities in contrast relate to 

physical goods, like oil or bandwidth, and can be redeemed with 

any asset that backs it [38]. Cryptotokens (application or utility 

tokens) are facing the end customer and allow access to services 

of the respective blockchain ecosystem [39] [40]. 

6) Networks 

a) Distributed Ledger Systems 

In centralized ledger systems one unit controls the ledger. This 

could lead to issues in synchronization and maintenance of the 

system due to interface and process incompatibility. 

Additionally, trust in the central party is essential. Figure 3 

shows the “3 sins” to take into account, when discussing trust 

in centralized ledger systems. In a distributed ledger system 

every participant holds a copy of the ledger. With every new 

transaction the ledger is updated accordingly to represent the 

current ownership status. To further illustrate the idea of 

distributed ledger systems let the peers be the nodes in a graph 

(peer to peer system). The edges of the graph indicate the 

transactions the parties engage in. Colored nodes are in control 

of the ledger (see Figure 4 for reference). As soon as there is 

more than one node in control of the ledger, there has to be a 

routine in place 

that guarantees 

that a consensus 

is reached on 

whether a 

transaction is 

valid [8] [9]. This process will be discussed in detail further 

below. 

b) Permission 

In permissionless DL systems everyone can join the network 

and get access to the shared ledger. On the other hand, not every 

participant is allowed to control the ledger in permissioned DL 

systems. In private DL systems the access to the network is 

restricted to a specific group organization. However, in public 

systems there is not access restriction. These different 

Figure 1: Directed graph [27] 

Figure 4: Degree of centralization [9] 

Figure 2: Directed acyclic 

graph [31] 

Figure 3: Three sins [9] 



manifestations call for different approaches on how to reach a 

consensus [9]. 

B. Concepts 

The concept layer describes a further abstraction by using 

principles without implementation details, categorized into the 

distinctive concepts: blockchain, tangle and hashgraph [41].  

1) Blockchain 

Several principles are combined in blockchain to enable value 

exchange in a distributed ledger system solving the two main 

problems of double spending and Byzantine General’s 

Problem. The distributed ledger is created by saving 

transactions in a block. The block is then cryptographically 

concatenated with the previous block of the blockchain. The 

blockchain is described as permanent, transparent, anonym and 

tamper-free. Following its components are described and how 

they assure the listed characteristics. 

a) Transactions 

A transaction describes the transfer of ownership from seller to 

buyer and builds a basic function describing how an 

organization works. The blockchain can be used to document 

this transfer [42]. It is even possible because of the digital 

environment to write programs triggering these transactions 

[43]. A transaction consists of an identifier, input, output and a 

timestamp. Generally, a blockchain records all unspent 

transaction outputs. The lifecycle of a transaction starts with the 

creation of the transaction outside or inside the blockchain 

network. The sender signs the transaction which is then 

broadcasted to the nodes responsible for verification and 

validation of the transaction. Afterwards the buyer receives 

ownership over the sent asset [61]. 

b) Process: Verification & Validation  

Before a transaction is recorded in the blockchain it is verified 

and validated by the nodes of the network. During verification 

it is checked if the two nodes transferring a value item between 

each other are legitimate according to the protocol [44]. 

The aim of the next step - validation - is to achieve consensus 

over the state of the blockchain. Every validator node (see 

“Roles”) collects pending transactions until a specified block 

size or reward amount is achieved, depending on the 

implemented protocol. Which block is going to be attached to 

the blockchain is decided by a consensus algorithm. The final 

block of consensus is then concatenated with the blockchain by 

cryptographic means.  

c) Roles  

There are two kinds of nodes – full nodes and light nodes. The 

full node downloads the whole blockchain whereas a light node 

downloads a part of the blockchain in form of the blockchain 

headers and transaction data that is in relation to the client [44]. 

However, light nodes require the connection to full nodes in 

order to function. Validator nodes belong to the class of full 

nodes and additionally take over the tasks of verification and 

                                                           
10 A wallet is a key pair storage for each user 
11 The block time indicates the time it needs to attach a block to the 

blockchain 
12 The public key is in form of a hash which provides anonymity 

validation. Furthermore, wallet10 providers are full nodes and 

offer additional services for blockchain transaction 

management.  

d) Blocks 

Blocks are needed in order to provide security and enable 

optimization of the blockchain processing. Because of the 

complexity and time needed to create a block it is difficult and 

costly for an attacker to manipulate the blockchain. The creation 

of a block is done by cryptographic means that guarantee a fast 

verification and validation of transactions. There is an ongoing 

discussion about the length of block time11. A longer block time 

ensures that every node receives the broadcasted transactions 

whereas a shorter block time increases scalability [38].  

e) Cryptography 

Cryptography enables the characteristics of permanence, 

anonymity and tamper-freedom. The two main used concepts 

of cryptography are hashing and digital signatures [44].  

A blockchain is a linked list using hash pointers to connect 

blocks. It allows verification against tampering because a 

change of any data in the blockchain would result in a changed 

hash pointer of the following block. The transactions of a block 

are saved in a Merkle tree data structure. It is built by hashing 

transaction pairs (leaves) and subsequently hashing the hash 

values of two transaction pairs until one hash, the root hash, 

results. By using a Merkle tree it is possible to prove existence 

or non-existence of data in a block in logarithmic time despite 

of a very large block size [44]. 

As digital signatures public and private keys are used. The 

private key as a secret to the user is needed to sign transactions 

and the public key for verification and public identity12 of the 

user. For example, if Alice wants to unlock some 

cryptocurrency for Bob she first will sign the transaction with 

her private key and executes the transaction. Bob will then 

verify the transaction with the public key of Alice and receives 

ownership of Alice’s cryptocurrency. The second requirement 

for digital signatures is that a private key cannot be forged by 

another party which is mostly guaranteed by a good source of 

randomness in the signature algorithm [44].  

f) Algorithms 

Because of a missing centralized authority that decides on the 

block generation, a mechanism is relevant that enables the 

agreement on valid transactions and blocks in a distributed 

network – the consensus algorithm. The node that adds a block 

to the blockchain is selected in proportion to a property that 

cannot be controlled by an entity [44]. Different consensus 

algorithms exist and will be explored in the following part. 

In proof of work (PoW) the decisive property is computing 

power13 [44]. All mining nodes get into competition to find a 

13 First usage of the cryptographic proof of computational effort as a 

spam protection mechanism was done by Dwork and Naor [38] 

Vishnumurthy et al. [46] created the first approach to transfer currency 

over the internet. Nakamoto [47] widened this scope with Bitcoin. 



hash value called nonce14 which has to be lower than the 

difficulty target15 [48]. The node which finds a hash first that 

conform to the difficulty characteristics is allowed to add its 

block to the blockchain16 and receives a reward. The final block 

can be easily verified by hashing the block’s hashes together 

with the nonce and compare the result with the proof of work 

target characteristic [44].  

Proof of Stake’s (PoS) property is ownership of the respective 

cryptoasset [44]. Thus, the vote weight of a validator node is 

determined by the amount of cryptoasset it is holding [48] [49]. 

Implementations differ on the way blocks are committed to the 

blockchain which lead to hybrid or alternated versions of PoS 

[50]. PoS reduces the importance of computational power 

needed to solve the hash puzzle as in PoW. Furthermore, PoS 

creates an intrinsic incentive for the validators to work in 

benefit of the system that will foster the trust of the user and 

might increase the value of asset holdings.  

Proof of authority (PoA)17 uses a voting scheme to validate 

blocks by discarding aspects of decentralization. A group of 

authorized entities will vote on which transaction will be added 

to a block. This leads to lower verification time and higher 

throughput of transactions in compare to PoW [44].  

 

Additionally, Turing-incomplete and complete scripting and 

programming languages18 are used in order ensure the 

functionality and features of a blockchain system [51]. 

2) Tangle  

The difference of a tangle to a blockchain lies in the data 

structure which means that on implementation layer a DAG 

system can also contain blockchain components. The tangle is 

a DAG in which the vertices represent transactions and the 

edges indicate the direction of confirmation between two 

transactions. The confirmation of transactions is asynchronous 

which allows parallel validation and no specific time windows 

between confirmations. Based on this, the time of transaction 

confirmations and finality19 of transactions are dependent to the 

size of the tangle [52]. 

3) Hashgraph 

Hashgraph20 is a consensus algorithm on a DAG to enable 

distributed applications with DDoS attack resilience, high 

transaction throughput, low consensus latency and fair absolute 

ordering of transactions. Furthermore, it is asynchronous and 

nondeterministic achieving consensus with probability one [53] 

[54] [55]. It uses a gossip21 protocol that realizes a gossip about 

                                                           
14 It is the hash value created of the block number string, hash of the 

previous block and block data 
15 It describes the time needed to create the hash value according to the 

specified difficulty characteristics 
16 Because of a high difficulty level of finding the nonce, high 

computing power is required which limits mining to parties that can 

effort the expenses but also prevents sybil attacks 
17 Further algorithms in research are proof of elapsed time, proof of 

existence and proof of importance. They are not discussed in this paper  
18 Common programming languages are Java, C++, C, Perl, Python, 

C# or Go [56] 
19 Indicates the validation level of transactions. A transaction in a 

tangle is valid if it is indirectly connected to all vertices that have no 

incoming directed edge (tips) 

gossip22 procedure. New information will be spread over the 

network by randomly picking members and sending them all 

information. The idea is that the gossip to be distributed 

contains the hashgraph itself. It includes all the participant’s 

gossip events which 

guarantees Byzantine Fault 

Tolerance (BFT). Zero or 

more transactions can be 

integrated in the payload of 

an event23 which makes Alice 

not signing the transactions 

but the event itself. As part of 

the hashgraph the new 

transaction is quickly sent 

over the network. Based on 

the hashgraph in the memory 

Bob can calculate the vote of 

Alice to reach Byzantine agreement with no bandwidth being 

used. Further, if Alice and Bob can calculate Carol’s virtual 

vote both get the same answer on a question. This is the key 

lemma of the mathematical proof of BFT with probability one 

[55] [57]. 

Virtual voting is used to reach consensus on the hashgraph. If 

there is a new event that Alice knows of and Bob not24, the 

consensus algorithm assumes that a sync will happen by the 

gossip protocol but as it is 

asynchronous it makes no assumption 

about how fast.  

Vertices on member’s vertical line in 

Figure 5 indicate the events of 

receiving gossip from another 

member. A vertex is connected by an 

edge with the preceding events of the 

two members in upward direction of 

the DAG [55] [57].  

To achieve total ordering of events 

the protocol uses famous witnesses 

which are voted by members. It runs 

the Byzantine agreement protocol 

over the witnesses of which every 

member has exactly one as the first event in each round of the 

hashgraph (see Figure 6 – orange vertices). The witnesses of the 

next round vote virtually on each witness of the round before 

20 It is developed by Swirlds and firstly used as a main component of 

the permissioned DL platform for credit unions set up together with 

CULedger, a credit union consortium. It is called hashgraph because 

the DAG contains cryptographic hashes [57] 
21 Network members repeatedly and randomly choose another member 

and tell them all they know [57] 
22 The hashgraph contains the history of the gossip and is distributed 

with the gossip protocol [57] 
23 The event data structure contains two hash values of the two events 

before itself (self-parent and other-parent), timestamp and zero or more 

transactions. The event signature is sent along with the event [57] 
24 The hashgraph of the different members could vary because of recent 

events or events that should be set in an earlier position of the 

hashgraph 

Figure 5: Hashgraph [55] 

Figure 6: Hashgraph 

rounds [57] 



and vote them as famous if they see25 the respective witness. A 

witness is finally declared as famous if the witnesses of the 

round after the next round have collected 2n/3 ‘yes’ votes 

(being ‘n’ the amount of members) for the respective witness 

they strongly see. After receiving the exact set of famous 

witnesses a total order for all events can be derived from the 

hashgraph [55] [57]. 

C. Protocol  

Following, the usage of the components defined on concept 

layer are explained in selected protocols. The interrelation of 

concept components is in focus for implementation.  

1) Bitcoin  

The Bitcoin protocol was officially proposed in 2008 by Satoshi 

Nakamoto26 in his whitepaper. Although, there were several 

attempts to implement electronic cash systems Bitcoin was the 

first to successfully tackle the double spending problem as well 

as providing Byzantine Fault Tolerance using a specific proof-

of-work approach [47] [58]. Bitcoin is envisioned as a 

decentralized and permissionless blockchain.  

a) Roles and nodes in the Bitcoin network 

The bitcoin network knows several functions that a node is 

providing: 1) routing, 2) hosting the blockchain, 3) mining, 4) 

providing a wallet. To participate in the network a node has to 

provide at least the routing function. Routing contains 

propagation of transactions and blocks as well as discovering 

and maintaining network connections to peer nodes. Full nodes 

also host a full copy of the blockchain27 and may provide 

additional functions. Next there are mining nodes, which 

provide the mining functions. Mining nodes perform a proof-

of-work algorithm to “mine” new blocks from transactions. 

This process will be detailed further below. At last there are the 

wallets. Wallets provide functions, mostly to end users, to store 

and manage their bitcoin tokens. There are different client tools 

that bundle these roles in different ways. The Bitcoin core client 

provides all in one but there are also other clients like mobile 

lightweight wallets [61]. 

b) Algorithm 

The term mining refers to the process of providing the proof-of-

work, thereby creating new blocks. Miners are network nodes 

participating in the mining process. All mining nodes are 

competing against each other. The node that mines the 

transactions the fastest, gets a certain amount of bitcoin28. 

                                                           
25 If x is an ancestor event of y and w is not an ancestor of y, then y 

can see x. The event x can strongly see event y, if x can see 2n/3 events 

of separated members, all seeing y, where n is the amount of members 

[55] 
26 Satoshi Nakamoto is a pseudonym used by the creator of Bitcoin. 

The real identity of the person – or organization – that brought Bitcoin 

to life is still unknown 
27 At the time of this writing the bitcoin blockchain is roughly 154 GB 

in size [59] 
28 The amount of Bitcoins created with every new block is halved every 

210.000 blocks (or about every four years). Starting from 50 Bitcoin 

in 2009, applying this pattern would indicate that the last bitcoin will 

be mined around the year 2140. The current implementation of Bitcoin 

The difficulty of the mining process increases with every mined 

block. To prevent the mining process from becoming too long 

the difficulty gets adjusted so it takes always about ten minutes 

on average to mine a new block.  

The following steps provide an overview of how the Bitcoin 

network reaches consensus: 

1) New transactions are continuously entering the network. 

Whenever a transactions reaches a new node it is 

verified29. Only verified transactions will be considered in 

the mining process.  

2) Verified transactions are added to a pool of unmined 

transactions called the mempool30. 

3) A new round of mining starts as soon as a node receives 

the last mined block. This signals to the node that its last 

attempt to mine the transactions was too slow. The end of 

the last round is also the start of a new round. Transactions 

are bundled in a candidate block.31 To fully understand the 

actual mining process, it is important to know more about 

the structure of blocks in the Bitcoin blockchain. Bitcoin 

blocks contain the following data:  

 Block Size: size of the block 

 Block Header: a blocks metadata. 

 Transaction Counter: number of transactions 

 Transactions: all transactions contained in the block 

The block header contains all the important metadata of a 

block. First, it holds a reference to the hash of the previous 

block, second there is the root of the merkle tree and last 

there is information about the difficulty target, the nonce 

and a timestamp, which are relevant for the mining process 

[61]. 

4) In the actual mining process the block header is used as an 

input for the hash function. The resulting hash then gets 

compared to the difficulty target. If the hash fits the criteria 

of the difficulty target, the block is mined and will be 

broadcasted to the network. If the hash does not fit the 

criteria the nonce in the block header gets incremented by 

one and the block header is hashed again. The new hash is 

now different from the old one and will again be compared 

to the difficulty target. That process is repeated until the 

criteria is matched 

5) The first node to find a valid solution to the block then 

broadcasts this newly mined block into the network. The 

node is rewarded the block reward32 and all transactions 

fees. Other nodes can easily verify the correctness without 

ensures no more than 21 million Bitcoin in total are created in this 

process 
29 Verification means checking the transaction against a long list of 

criteria it has to match to be considered a verified transaction. For a list 

of those criteria see [61] 
30 Short for memory pool 
31 Because blocks are limited in size – the current maximum block size 

is 1,000,000 bytes – and transactions are prioritized when choosing 

which one to mine, there may be transactions that take a very long time 

to get mined. The mempool gives an overview over all pending or 

unmined transactions [60] 
32 At the time of this writing the block reward is 12,5 bitcoin [62] 



having to redo all the work. If it is valid, a new process 

starts. 

To summarize, mining serves two purposes in the blockchain 

network: 

1) With the creation of new blocks using large amounts of 

computational power, trust is ensured in the network 

2) Every newly mined block also creates new Bitcoins, 

giving miners an incentive to provide their resources [61] 

 

2) Ethereum  

Ethereum is an open-source platform based on a public 

blockchain protocol that was conceptualized by Vitalik Buterin 

2013 and went live on 30th of July 2015. The goal of the project 

is the provision of a “trustful object messaging compute 

framework” [64] as a “transaction-based state machine” [64]. 

The current Ethereum version is called Homstead which was 

released with a hardfork beginning of 2016 and is seen as the 

first stable release after Olympic and Frontier. The next planned 

releases are called Metropolis and Serenity [65].  

a) Transactions 

Transactions are defined as cryptographically signed valid state 

transitions. The first type of transactions result in a message call 

whereas the second type result in a contract creation. A 

transaction consists of the following components [64] [65]:  

 Nonce: Number of transactions sent by sender  

 Recipient address: 160-bit address of recipient   

 Signature of sender  

 Value field: Amount of wei to be transferred or contract 

input 

 Data field: (optional) data that is interpreted by smart 

contract  

 GasLimit: Maximum amount of Wei the total computation 

should cost and is initially transferred as a deposit from the 

sender’s account balance 

 GasPrice: Wei per unit of gas per computation step  

To pay for computing resource usage and avoid network abuse 

as well as limit the total amount of computation for Turing 

completeness, computation has always cost in terms of gas 

assigned. The gas price depends on the requested computing 

demand and is multiplied by the current gas price rate [65]. 

There are two accounts that can execute transactions. Externally 

Owned Accounts (EOAs) are controlled by a private key 

whereas Contract Accounts (CA) are controlled by a smart 

contract. CAs can be activated by sending a message33 from 

either an EOA or another CA [66]. Transactions that are sent to 

a CA will lead to execution of the code according to the input 

parameters [65]. An account state includes the following fields 

[64]:  

 Nonce: Number of transactions created by an address or 

number of contracts created by an account  

                                                           
33 Messages executed by contracts are not serialized and only exists in 

the Ethereum execution environment 
34 Shows the effect of each transaction  
35 A state consists of a key-value map. Keys are the addresses and 

values are account declarations, listing the nonce, balance, code and 

storage for each account [69] 

 Balance: Amount of Wei owned by the address  

 StorageRoot: Hash value of the root node of the Merkle 

Patricia tree that encodes the contract data  

 CodeHash: Hash value of the EVM code corresponding to 

this account. The immutable code is executed when a 

message is received.  

b) Blockchain  

The block header contains besides other hash values the 

following three Merkle Patricia tree roots which differentiates 

Ethereum for example from Bitcoin. All hash values are Keccak 

256-bit hashes [64]:  

 StateRoot: Hash of the root node of the state tree 

 TransactionsRoot: Hash of the root node of the tree with 

all block transactions   

 ReceiptsRoot: Hash of the root node of the tree with all 

transactions receipts34 of the block  

In comparison to Bitcoin Ethereum’s blocks contain the most 

recent state which makes space savings possible because it is 

not necessary to save the whole blockchain [66]. This allows 

for example Merkle state transition proves. States35 in compare 

to transactions need to be updated36 constantly. 

c) Smart Contracts and DApps 

Ethereum is a platform with a built-in Turing complete 

programming language. One main component is the Ethereum 

Virtual Machine (EVM)37 [64]. The code of every network node 

that participates in the block verification protocol is executed 

by the EVM. This redundant parallel processing of the code 

guarantees an efficient way of reaching BFT without a third 

party [65].  

In the 1990s, concepts evolved that proposed the enforcement 

of agreements by algorithms which could have an impact on 

human cooperation [67] [66]. A smart contract is built up of 

functions and state data. It resides on the blockchain as EVM 

bytecode (EVM code). Besides code associated to the CA it has 

its own Ether balance and persistent storage to store their 

permanent state. Furthermore, it can read and write to is internal 

storage, read transactions or messages and can call other smart 

contracts to start their execution. Smart contract are usually 

coded in a high level language and are compiled into bytecode 

for execution. The programming languages are: Solidity, 

Serpent, LLL, Mutan and Viper [65]. Thus, a smart contract is 

autonomously and self-sufficiently executing. The two parties 

signing a contract will not be able to change the conditions 

which provides a digital trust mechanism [69].  

Decentralized Applications (DApps) are used to implement 

business logic with end user interaction. Through message 

interfaces a DApps communicates with smart contracts. The 

DApp development is simplified by integrating pre-defined 

functionalities via smart contracts and having the possibility to 

save states on the blockchain [65] [66]. 

36 There is only one global state trie [66] 
37 EVM attributes: stack-based architecture, word-size of 256-bit to 

facilitate Keccak-256 hashes and elliptic-curve computation, memory 

model of size 1024, independent and non-volatile storage as part of the 

system state 



 

d) Cryptography  

To map between arbitrary length binary data Ethereum uses 

modified Patricia Merkle Tree (trie) in order to provide a 

persistent data structure [64]. The use of tries enable nodes to 

run on any asset, like internet of things devices. The Merkle 

proof, for which only the root hash and a branch of the trie is 

necessary, enables the possibility to check the existence of data 

in a dataset. Another party can then validate the hashing of the 

proof by routing the branch to the root. Tries guarantee, by 

encoding the key of a value into the tree path to the end of the 

tree, updating of the root tree without re-computing the tree, no 

impact on tree depth and no dependency of the root to the order 

of updates [70]. 

e) Algorithm  

Ethereum’s PoW is called Ethash and is based on the Dagger-

Hashimoto38 algorithm [71] [72]. Ethash is memory-hard, 

leading to a more decentralized allocation of security. It selects 

a subset of a pre-generated DAG which is different every 

30.000 blocks and depends only on block height [65]. It requires 

the miner to get random state data, compute randomly selected 

transactions from the last n blocks and return the hash of the 

result. This leads to a usage of general application-specific 

integrated circuits (ASICs), like CPUs, and fetching of the 

entire blockchain by miners which guarantees verification of all 

transactions [66]. The algorithm adjusts the difficulty so that in 

average a block time of 15 seconds is achieved [65]. 

To avoid reduced security by stale blocks and centralization of 

miners by differences in hashpower, the Greedy Heaviest 

Observed Subtree (GHOST) protocol is implemented. In the 

GHOST protocol also the stale descendants of the block’s 

ancestors (uncles39) are considered in the calculation of PoW. 

Thus, miners that validate uncles are rewarded with a standard 

coinbase reward to neutralize the impact of network delays on 

the distribution of rewards [65] [66] 

f) Coins & Tokens 

As an incentive for computation and an asset for exchange 

Ethereum provides the token Ether (ETH) [65].The smallest 

unit is called Wei [64]. A miner can be rewarded with a static 

block reward of 5 Ether, gas fee and 1/32 of the static block 

reward if the miner included uncles [65]. The gasPrice of a 

transaction can be specified by the sender whereas miners will 

aim to maximize their outcome of mining. Therefore, a sender 

have to make a tradeoff between gasPrice and processing 

probability [64]. Ethereum created the ERC20 standard that 

need to be adhere to in order to create a customized token on 

the Ethereum blockchain [73]. 

                                                           
38 Hashimoto: algorithm that achieves ASIC resistance by being IO-

bound, Dagger: algorithm that uses DAGs to achieve memory-hard 

computation but memory-easy validation [38] 
39 Uncles are orphan blocks 
40 The company started under the name OpenCoin Inc., rebranded to 

Ripple Labs Inc. in 2013 and then rebranded again to the current name 

Ripple in 2016 
41 Ripple uses the term ledger to characterize what is essentially a 

block on other blockchains. 

 

3) Ripple  

Ripple is a real-time gross settlement network, built on top of a 

permissioned blockchain. The Ripple Network aims to provide 

a fast way to transfer money globally with minimal transaction 

fees. It is operating since 2012 and is developed by the same-

named company Ripple40.  

a) Roles  

The ripple network knows in total three different roles: 

 Client or application nodes 

 Server nodes, which are differentiated in 

o Tracking nodes or proposer 

o Validating nodes or validator 

 
Figure 7: Node types in the Ripple network [74] 

A client node engages in transactions with other nodes. Typical 

client nodes are web wallets, trading exchanges or gateways to 

financial institutions. Everyone is free to participate as a client 

node in the Ripple network. Tracking nodes gather and pool all 

transactions to prepare them as so called “candidate 

transactions”. They hold their own copy of the distributed 

ledger and can be queried for the information the ledger41 holds. 

At last, validating nodes are also tracking nodes, but beyond 

that participate in the consensus process [75] [76] [77]. 

b) Algorithm 

Ripple uses its unique version of the consensus process called 

the XRP Ledger Consensus Process. In the beginning, each 

server node takes all transactions it knows and makes them 

accessible as a set of so called candidate transactions. Candidate 

transactions consist of new transactions the server initiated 

since the last round of consensus or transactions that could not 

be agreed upon.  

Then each validating node collects the candidate transactions of 

all its so called trusted validators42 or unique node list (UNL)43. 

This may result in a situation, where different validator nodes 

42 Trusted validators are validating nodes that underwent a registration 

process with the Ripple company. 
43 Ripple recommends to comprise the list in a way that the 

organizations, which are running the validator nodes, are unlikely to 

collude. However, a default UNL is always provided by Ripple 

containing five validating nodes in total, all run by the Ripple 

company. The UNL is Ripple’s answer to a Sybil attack scenario. If 

each validating node was considered during consensus, a potential 



operate on a different set of candidate transactions (see Figure 

8). 

 
Figure 8: Ripple Consensus Process [74] 

The validating nodes then vote on the veracity of a transaction. 

Transactions that get a majority of votes are approved. 

Approved transactions are added to the set of agreed 

transactions that will be applied to the ledger. Candidate 

transactions that not got approved in a round remain candidate 

transactions and have to wait for another consensus round [74] 

[75]. 

After the completion of a consensus round each validating node 

computes a candidate ledger based on the old ledger and the 

newly approved transactions. A signed hash of the candidate 

ledger is then used to compare it to the candidate ledgers of the 

nodes peers. If a majority of the validating peers have calculated 

the same ledger – and therefore providing the same signed hash 

– this candidate ledger becomes the latest valid ledger. 

If a candidate ledger doesn’t get a majority – peer nodes are 

providing different signed hashes – the consensus process will 

be repeated. 

c) Coins & Tokens 

Ripple also comes with its own token called XRP. In its current 

state the XRP token basically serves three purposes: 

1) The XRP token as a digital asset serves as a “bridging 

currency” with the aim of simplifying value transfers 

over the Ripple network [78] 

2) The XRP token as a means to prevent spam in the 

Ripple network [77] 

3) Large holdings of XRP tokens “[…] incentivize the 

company to make Ripple as useful as possible.”44 

 

4) IOTA  

IOTA’s main goal is to create a DL platform for the Internet-

of-Things (IoT). Therefore, it provides functionalities to enable 

machine-to-machine value transfer in form of for example 

micropayments. The protocol is based on a DAG that is 

colloquially called tangle [79].  

a) Transactions 

Instead of binary, IOTA uses ternary45 that allows three possible 

values [80]. To create an account in IOTA a seed is necessary 

which consists of 81-trytes. The seed is the access to the user 

account and can be secured in three security levels. Like 

Bitcoin, IOTA uses UTXO46. A transfer consists of four 

                                                           
attacker could compromise the network by somehow acquiring enough 

validating nodes to find voting majority for every transaction [74] [77]. 
44 Full citation: „Ripple XRP holdings incentivize the company to 

make Ripple as useful as possible.” [77] 
45 An encoded transaction is 2673 trytes 

transactions depicted as an atomic bundle as every index 

references the following index of the bundle. Its atomic 

characteristic allows it to be either accepted by the network or 

rejected [81].  

b) Tangle  

 
Figure 9: IOTA Tangle [87] 

Transactions are shown as vertices whereas edges constitute 

transaction-to-transaction approval. The weight of a transaction 

denotes the work that was invested by a node. It is assumed that 

transactions with a higher weight are of higher importance. The 

cumulative weight of a transaction shows the sum of the weight 

of this transaction and the weights of all transactions directly 

and indirectly47 approving this transaction [79]. 

Transactions that are not approved are defined as ‘tips’. Two 

further attributes necessary for the approval process are ‘height’ 

and ‘depth’.  

 Height: distance of the longest directed path to the genesis 

vertex  

 Depth: distance of the longest path to a tip in reverse 

direction  

c) Cryptography 

Instead of Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) IOTA uses 

Winternitz hash-based cryptographic one-time signatures. It is 

therefore important to not reuse a private key as an attacker 

could forge the signature [73]. IOTA designed its own ternary-

based hash function called Curl that belongs to the sponge 

family of lightweight hash functions [79]. On 7th of August 

2017 IOTA replaced Curl with Kerl based on Keccak-384 to 

remove proclaimed vulnerabilities [80] [83]. Kerl is used for 

address and signature generation, signature verification and 

essence calculation. It uses the same interface as Curl absorbing 

trits by the sponge function and afterwards providing message 

digests, derive keys etc. [84]  

d) Algorithm  

The edge set of the tangle graph is created by the rule that every 

new transaction signed with a private key has to approve two 

previous transactions that are not conflicting. To validate the 

transaction the nodes have to follow IOTA’s PoW algorithm. 

The PoW is executed on transactions not on blocks and there is 

no difference between miners and participants of the network. 

Because of that, no transaction fee need to be paid to execute 

transactions [73]. Transactions that are in conflict with the 

tangle history will not be approved by a node because this 

46 Unspent Transaction Output (UTXO), first introduced by the Bitcoin 

protocol  
47 Besides directly approving a transaction, transactions are indirectly 

approved by other transactions if there is a directed path of at least 

distance two between them [79]. 



would have an impact on the network’s security. Consequently, 

a consensus on a transaction is reached if the respective 

transaction is indirectly validated by all tips (see Figure 9– 

orange). To identify the validity level of a transaction the 

MCMC algorithm starts n times on the transaction vertex. The 

level is defined by m/n48, being m the amount of times a tip was 

reached [79] [85] [86].  

Popov [79] suggests the MCMC algorithm for tip selection 

based on the fact that the main tangle has more hashing power 

and therefore, it has greater gains in cumulative weight than 

attackers. The algorithm places N particles on the vertices of the 

tangle. The particles walk independently toward the tips in a 

random manner along the directed edges. The two tips that are 

reached first by particles will be chosen to be approved. It is not 

necessary to calculate cumulative weights for all transactions of 

the tangle which is seen as an advantage. Furthermore, because 

of a much greater cumulative weight and amount of vertices of 

the main tangle the probability is low that the particles will walk 

on a parasite chain [79].  

e) Roles  

Currently the network requires a coordinator of the IOTA 

Foundation in order to grow and be protected against specific 

attacks. It checks transactions in periodic milestones that are 

validated by the network afterwards. The plan of IOTA is to 

remove the coordinator once the network is large enough [87].  

a) Double spending, parasite chain and splitting attack  

To execute a double-spending attack an attacker prepares the 

respective transaction and creates transactions that approve it at 

the same time the original transaction was issued. The attack is 

successful if the malicious subtangle outperforms the legitimate 

subtangle after the original transaction gets accepted. A 

                                                           
48 The quotient represents the transaction acceptance threshold of the 

system implementation 
49 Further protocols that implement a DAG are Spectre, IoT Chain, 

DAGcoin and Byteball. The concept Spectre is using for example a 

protection against such an attack is the selection between 

conflicting transactions based on cumulative weight [79].  

An attacker could also build a parasite chain that has tips with 

more height. During broadcast the attacker could increase tip 

count by sending transactions approving tips on the parasite 

chain [79]. To defend the protocol against such an attack the 

MCMC algorithm is used.  

b) Cryptocurrency, Coins & Tokens 

The base unit of IOTA is called Iota according to the smallest 

letter of the Greek alphabet. On cryptocurrency exchanges 

Miota is used for trading which is equal to one million Iota. 

There is a maximum supply of 2.779.530.283 Miota circulating 

[88]. Furthermore, a data marketplace on top of the IOTA 

system is in development between the IOTA Foundation and 

more than currently 35 companies to foster DL innovation49 

[89].  

V. CONCLUSION  

The result of this paper is the systematic approach describing 

DL by its fundamental attributes, shown in Figure 10. The 

illustration visualizes the main principles of DL. On concept 

level it shows the component structure of the three concepts: 

Blockchain, Tangle and Hashgraph. Implementation examples 

in form of protocols are indicated on the last layer ‘Protocol’ 

that use the before mentioned concepts and principles. The 

aspects that are not in scope of this paper appear on the outer 

area and are also relevant to grasp the DL ecosystem.  

The value arising from the shown DL system are as follows:  

 Provides an DL overview 

 Is a foundation for discussions and definitions 

 Gives a structure for classifications 

 Is the basis for further developments and comparisons 

block DAG that allows miners to create blocks concurrently [90]. 

Further details on these protocols can be find in [90] [91] [92] and [93] 

Figure 10: Definition System Distributed LedgerDefinition System Distributed Ledger 



Based on this result we identified further relevant research 

activities. A rising amount of definitions around DL is seen 

which creates the demand for general taxonomies. The provided 

DL system can be used as a structure to align created 

definitions. 

In the current DL ecosystem an increasing number of protocols 

and applications are developed. Therefore, an evaluation 

framework based on the result of this paper is necessary in order 

to compare the emerging solutions, but also to assess which 

solution is most suitable for a specific use case. In order to 

foster the vertical and horizontal integration of new solutions 

and create interoperability a common architecture model as well 

as standard interfaces need to be created. There are still many 

technical and functional challenges. Therefore, DL requires a 

common concept and principle layer in order to guarantee a 

steady and integrated progression of development.  
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